Optical responses evoked by white matter stimulation in rat visual cortical slices and their relation to neural activities.
To characterize optical responses (ORs) evoked by white matter (WM) stimulation in slices of rat visual cortex (VC) stained with voltage sensitive dyes, time course of ORs in each layer was investigated by recording ORs with a linearly aligned photodiode array, and the spatial patterns of the ORs at specified time after stimulation were investigated by a CCD camera in combination with stroboscopic illumination. The ORs recorded by the photodiode array were an increase in absorption at 700 nm and a decrease in the wavelength below 650 nm, suggesting that the ORs were dye related. The ORs were compared with field potentials (FPs) to clarify that neural events were represented by the ORs, and in support of this view, we found that the first order spatial differentials of ORs and that of FPs were in good agreement. We further compared ORs with intracellular responses, and found that the ORs mainly represent postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) of VC neurons except for the deeper part of layer VI, where a component representing action potentials in fibers stimulated directly was observed. The time-lapse imaging of ORs showed that excitation first propagated vertically up to layer I and subsequently in the horizontal direction along layers II-III and V-VI as in previous investigations. Spatio-temporal patterns of ORs under blockade of synaptic transmission were also investigated to reveal activity of fibers evoked by WM stimulation which produced such patterns of propagation.